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Confidentiality:  You are gently reminded that these are Chambers documents, are not in 
the public domain and should be regarded as confidential.  

 
A. DATA BREACHES: Chambers had three GDPR data breaches in two weeks. 

 
Breach 1 involved the theft of a mobile which contained sensitive information.  Fortunately 
the owner had taken all relevant precautions. The mobile was encrypted and protected with 
an enhanced password. Within minutes of the theft the mobile’s details were reported to 
the police, the provider contacted, the mobile was remotely wiped and the matter reported 
to Chambers.  In the circumstances the risk was regarded as negligible, and no report to the 
ICO was made.  The owner is to be commended for having taken the appropriate security 
precautions on the mobile. 
 
Breaches 2 and 3 involved the pasting of a number of names and email addresses into a Cc 
field instead of a Bcc field, thus disseminating the names and email addresses to all 
addressees.   Fortunately, this particular data set could not be regarded as sensitive, and 
therefore no report was made to the ICO.  The Instantonit lecture (link at the end of this 
newsletter) will hear that wrongly addressed emails are the most common cause for a 
report to the ICO.   
 

B. WRONGLY ADDRESSED EMAILS  
 
It is very easy to send emails to the wrong address.  A misaddressed email containing personal data 
would amount to a GDPR breach. Whether it merits a report to the ICO will depend on the nature of 
the data and the effectiveness of any remedial measure taken.  
 
HOW TO MINIMISE THE RISK 
 
(1)  Disable autocomplete. Autocomplete completes an email address. Unfortunately, it may 

complete a similar but wrong address.  It is obviously a useful, but potentially dangerous feature. 
If you want to switch it off: 

 
Windows 10:  File/Options/Mail/Send messages  

Untick the “Use Autocomplete List to suggest names when typing in the To, Cc and 
Bcc lines” 

Apple Mac: Not Possible 
 
(2) Use Bcc rather than Cc where possible.  In some cases, Bcc may not appear on your Outlook 

email template.  That can be corrected by opening a new email: 
 
Windows 10/ Mac: Open new email: in the top bar Options/Bcc. (It should appear thereafter.) 
 
 
(3) Retrieve sent email:  Emails can be retrieved if both you and the recipient have an Office 365 

or Microsoft Exchange email account in the same organization. 



Windows 10: Open (double click) the email in the Sent Folder: Message/Actions/Recall This 
Message  

Apple Mac: Not Possible 
 
 
(4)   Automatically defer the sending of all emails:     Sometimes, very soon after sending an 

email you realise that you have made a mistake, forgotten something or sent it to the wrong 
recipient etc. but it’s too late to recall.  Automatically deferring the sending of your emails by a 
few minutes might allow you the time to realise and correct the error. If sending is 
automatically deferred, outgoing emails are parked in the Outbox for whatever time you have 
set, after which they are sent. If you realise you have made a mistake, get the email out of the 
Outbox and edit it elsewhere or just delete it. Do not try and edit it in the Outbox, because it 
will be sent automatically when the set time expires and you might be halfway through editing 
it.  The following Rule should work on most Outlook versions (please check it out before relying 
on it.) 

 
Windows 10: 
 

(i) File / Manage Rules and Alerts / New Rule / Step1: Select a Template / Start from a Blank 
Rule / Apply on messages I send / Next / Next/  Yes /  

(ii) Step 1: Select Actions(s) -tick  defer delivery by a number of minutes /  
Step 2: Edit the rule description (click and underlined value) -  
click on the phrase a number of  
enter the number of minutes (X) to hold the message before it is sent. 

(iii) OK / Next / Next / Step 1: Specify a name for this Rule  (Type in whatever  name you 
choose e.g. Defer sending) / Turn on this rule / Finish / OK   

 
Apple Mac: Not Possible 
 
NB. Delay individual message manually. This is possible for both PCs and Macs but seems a 
waste of time. If you are careful enough to set it, you are careful enough to check the addressee: if 
you want to delay for a bit, just leave it as a draft.    
 

C. EMAIL SCAMS  INCLUDING  VIRUS SCAMS 
 
Email/internet fraud is on the increase. Office of National Statistics estimates there were 
more that 3 million online frauds alone in 2018.  Your systems should be sufficiently 
protected against hackers by up to date firewalls and anti-virus and malware software.  
However, burglars can be kept out by your home security, but that is useless if you are 
conned into inviting them into your home.  
 
Check suspect emails. (i) When you hover your cursor over a falsified sender’s email name, 
the real name should appear. (ii)  Be alert to poor grammar, spelling, odd logs, etc.  (iii) 
Never respond to unsolicited requests for personal or financial details. (iv) Never be rushed 
into anything, (v) If in doubt, check with the real website, company or source. 
  
Make sure your unsafe website protection is switched on. It is usually on by default. In 
Chrome, you can make sure safe browsing is switched on using Settings/Advanced/Privacy & 
Security.  
 
 



Be careful where you search.  https:// is generally safer than http://. The former indicates 
encryption is used to protect personal details.  If in doubt, check the website. 
 
Avoid paying by bank transfer.  Debit or credit cards offer a greater degree of protection. 
 
Tinstaafl and Iitgtbtii. 
Remember – ‘There is no such thing as a free lunch’, and ‘If it’s too good to be true, it is . . .’ 
 
False pop-ups. Apparently genuine but irritating pop ups may be unsafe. Clicking on OK or X 
to cancel may be a covert instruction to download something irritating (e.g. changing your 
default internet browser) or nasty. There is a safe way of deleting these: 
 

(i) Close all other programs 
(ii) Task Manager/More details (if shown)/Processes.  
(iii) Any pop-up will be listed under Apps. Click on it and End Task 

 
To be doubly safe run a full scan thereafter. 
 
Mobile scams are increasing (e.g. fake HMRC, DVLA, or TV Licensing messages). 
 

D. HOW TO SPOT A SCAM/ EMAIL SCAM/REPORT A SCAM. 
 
Useful information is available on https://www.which.co.uk/consumer-rights/advice/how-
to-spot-a-scam 
 

E. BRIEFED AND GDPR TRAINING.  
We have now had the Briefed in training accounts since 5 June. A gentle reminder that the 
training needs to be undertaken. Some have done so, most have not.  
 
At the conclusion each member needs to personalise the policy templates provided.  
 

F.  INSTANTONIT VIDEO 
 

Our IT providers recently ran a seminar on IT Security etc.  It is available to members on 
https://youtu.be/TMIA7G09RDw.  
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